Introduction

Although Mullane v. Central Hanover Bank and Trust Co.
1 is a standard Civil Procedure case, its history has never before been written. This Article reveals that history, traced among other sources, in the papers of New York Governor Herbert Lehman, whose misgivings did not prevent his signing the legislation that the Supreme Court struck down, and of Justice Robert Jackson, who wrote the opinion striking it down. More or less behind the scenes, two struggles were going on. One involved and prefigured all the tensions of the modern class action. The other struggle concerned trust companies' efforts to enlarge their turf and get into the investment business while barring liability to their customers. The due process holding for which we remember Mullane thus emerged from and glossed over deeper and more particularized conflicts.
Mullane has become the leading case on the notice that due process requires in civil actions, 2 but it can be understood more realistically as a class action disguised as a trust accounting proceeding. The Central Hanover Bank ("Central Hanover") sought a judgment that it committed no wrong in running pooled trusts, a judgment that would bind all the beneficiaries of the trusts and would prevent them from challenging its conduct in future litigation. It tried to obtain this judgment without notifying the trust beneficiaries except by publishing a newspaper announcement, only to be instructed by the Supreme Court that due process required notice by mail to every beneficiary whose name and address appeared in the Central Hanover's records. The Court thus established both that notice was required and that a binding judgment could nevertheless be entered without sending even informal notice to every beneficiary.
Mullane's compromise notice requirement-sending a letter to all class members whose names and addresses are known-is an indispensable foundation for every damages class action that seeks to include more than a list of specified class members.
3 That includes the great majority of class actions. 4 Other issues that have bedeviled class actions were also lurking under the surface of Mullane: Does class action notice benefit those notified, or their opponents who seek to bind them to the result of the action?
5 Are the interests of class members sufficiently aligned so that some may protect the interests of others?
6 Will the lawyers purporting to speak for the class instead pursue their own interests?
7 All these questions were raised in Mullane. And Mullane could also be seen as an instance of the courts' unwillingness to address such questions when that might upset a quick and cheap resolution of the cases before them.
From another perspective, the history of the common trust funds considered in Mullane offers an intriguing example of how notice and representation requirements work or fail to work in one institutional context. Notice and representation are central both in Mullane and in the law of class actions. But what good does each of them do? When considering how to resolve disputes, we usually take for granted the traditional forms of litigation, but when it comes to setting up a new business arrangement, different forms of protection and participation may be preferable. The history of the common trust fund takes place in a conflicted area between the traditional trust, an institution responsible to a court of equity, and something more like a publicly owned corporation. In Mullane, those models pointed in different directions, and history, or at least the financial industry, ultimately followed the corporate rather than the courtroom model. commonly remembered as establishing broad legal principles turn out, upon closer examination, to be unique responses to particular situations. 8 Mullane is cited for the principle that due process requires practical notice. But in real life the case represented an effort to reconcile the protection of trust beneficiaries in an era that still remembered the investment abuses of the 1920s with what was considered a new and progressive banking method for those without great wealth. That reconciliation was effected through a complex interplay among rulings of which the notice holding was only one part.
This study, after very briefly describing Mullane in Part I, will trace in Part II the history of the statute under which the case arose, showing the various motives of its proponents and opponents, as revealed in part by Governor Lehman's private files. We will see how trust companies, reaching out for new business, sought to navigate around Depression-era suspicions of banks and investment companies by appealing to New Deal concern for small investors. In particular, it will appear that the New York statutory provisions for binding accountings that were before the Supreme Court were not necessary-other states did without them-and were included by the trust companies in the hope of reducing their own exposure to beneficiary suits. They sought to enter the riskier world of investment companies while barring liability to their customers. And yet, the banks may have wrought a bit better than they meant: accountings have turned out to be a modest safeguard for beneficiaries lacking in those other states.
Turning to the Mullane litigation itself, Part III will explore the adequacy of Kenneth Mullane's representation of the trust beneficiaries he was appointed to represent, look for conflicting interests among those beneficiaries, and consider why the different judges involved in the case approached it as they did. The private papers of Justice Jackson cast new light on what was going on behind the scenes. It turns out that three Supreme Court Justices initially opposed the decision, which helps explain some puzzling features of Justice Jackson's opinion. Finally, this Article will survey the impact of Mullane on common trust funds and examine the operation of statutory accountings and other safeguards over subsequent decades.
I. MULLANE in a Pinhead
In 1937, New York passed a statute authorizing trust companies to pool small trust funds into a larger common trust fund, thus making it possible to diversify trust investments and perhaps to reduce administrative costs. Instead of having to find a prudent investment for, say, $5000 placed in trust under a will, the trustee could use $200,000 coming from many such trusts to create a balanced portfolio. A trust company sponsoring such a common trust fund was subject to requirements imposed by statute, by New York's Banking Board and federal authorities, and by fiduciary law. One statutory requirement was that the trust company conduct regular accountings, which, when approved by the court, would bind all beneficiaries of the pooled trusts as to any matter set forth in the account.
9
To give notice of each accounting, the trust company was required to publish four weekly newspaper advertisements that did not name individual beneficiaries. The beneficiaries received no individual notice of the proceeding, but when funds from their trusts were first invested in the common trust fund, a notification and a copy of the common trust fund statute were mailed to beneficiaries. To further protect the beneficiaries, two guardians ad litem were to be appointed on behalf, respectively, of those with an interest in the trust principal and those with an interest in trust income. Also, during each accounting, the superintendent of banking was required to submit to the court a report on the legality of the common trust fund's investments.
10
Kenneth Mullane, a lawyer appointed as guardian ad litem for the income beneficiaries in an accounting for a common trust fund established by the Central Hanover Bank and Trust Company, challenged the constitutional validity of a judgment purporting to bind beneficiaries who received no notice of the proceeding. Rebuffed in the New York state courts, Mullane's challenge succeeded in the Supreme Court, which found that the proceeding denied beneficiaries due process.
11
Justice Jackson's opinion rejected the argument that personal service was required because the proceeding should be considered as in personam. The opinion relied on recent precedents treating the due process requirement as one of notice reasonably likely to reach the party in question rather than one of formal service, 12 and Justice Jackson noted that beneficiaries who received notice could be expected to protect the interests they shared with those who did not.
13 Indeed, the opinion held that the Central Hanover had no obligation to undergo the "practical difficulties and costs" of locating beneficiaries whose names and addresses it did not already possess. 14 As to those beneficiaries, service by publication would suffice because the expense of doing more might destroy the advantages of the common trust fund scheme.
15
Having thus pared away the more costly aspects of notice-personal service and search costs-Justice Jackson was able to impose on Central Hanover the cheaper alternative of sending letters to those beneficiaries whose identity and location were known.
16 Central Hanover was already mailing them their checks, and had already sent them information about the common trust fund. In the era of the three-cent stamp, sending a few hundred more letters 17 was not an excessive burden. While subsequent increases in the size of classes have made notice considerably more expensive, 18 they have also increased the potential impact of accountings or class actions. What was so frightening or so important about common trust funds? They appear in the Mullane opinion as a modest and beneficent development in the ancient art of trusteeship, which is how the banks promoting them wished them to be perceived. Yet the New York statute was opposed by two committees of the New York County Lawyers' Association 23 and approved despite criticism of "somewhat serious defects" by a committee of the Association of the Bar of the City of New York.
II. Legislating the Common Trust Fund
24 Meanwhile the judges of the New York County Surrogate's Court stood neutral.
25
Examination of the banks' concerns and justifications, and the fears they had to overcome to secure authorizing legislation, reveals that the problem aired in Mullanebinding many parties in a single judicial proceedingwas a superficial manifestation of the problem of including many trusts in a common trust fund. Establishing such a fund means that the beneficiaries of all the participating trusts will be subject to the investment decisions of the sponsoring bank. Of course, exactly this happens when many stockholders invest in a corporation and are consequently bound by decisions of its board of directors. If one compares a common trust fund to a corporation, it is hard to see what the fuss was about, though it is true that the beneficiarieslike class action membershad not consented to be incorporated in a mass entity.
But if one compares a common trust fund to the situation existing before it was created, in which each participating trust had its own beneficiaries with significant rights against the trustees, beneficiaries could be seen as facing the possible loss both of procedural rights and of the rights traditionally enforced by courts of equity to have the trust corpus managed solely for the purposes of their particular trust. In effect, beneficiaries were being moved from trust law nearer to corporation law, just as class members are moved from a proceeding in which the plaintiff is "master of his claim" 26 to a mass production remedy controlled by class counsel and the court. The 1920s brought challenges for trust companies. Inexperienced investors entered the market for common stocks, lured by investment companies promising the benefits of diversification and professional management.
28 Trusts, meanwhile, were often still limited to their traditional investments in mortgages, government bonds, and high-quality industrial bonds, 29 of which only the first was likely to provide high returns. When a trust was small, adequate diversification was out of reach. Though the market for trust services might have been expanding, trust companies faced increasing competition from national banks.
30
So trust companies began experimenting with diversification schemes. In some states it was already possible to divide a single mortgage among several trusts, 31 either to share the risk or to make it possible for trusts with few assets to invest in mortgages as well as bonds. The next step was to make it possible for a trust to invest in a pool of mortgages, 32 further reducing the risk-though not by any means eliminating it, as we learned again in 2007. 33 And a few institutions set up common trust funds whose investments were not limited to mortgages.
34
"With the collapse of the mortgage-loan market during the . . . [1929] depression, the mortgage pool and single mortgage participation types of investment became greatly discredited." 35 Not that the few common trust funds did much better. 36 In any event, it was to common trust funds that the trust companies turned in an effort to maintain their share of what was now a disillusioned but still desirable market.
In 1934, the Trust Division of the American Bankers Association set up the Special Committee on Common Trust Funds, which proceeded to seek the adoption of common trust fund legislation.
37 By 1941, eleven states had authorizing statutes, and the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws had promulgated a Uniform Common Trust Fund Statute.
38
Although the benefits of diversifying investments constituted a major argument for common trust fund legislation, 39 the bankers also struck a New Deal note by asserting that they were protecting the little guy by reducing administrative costs.
40 They relied on "the social obligation they owe to all people who need trust service whether their estates are large or small."
41 Indeed, some claimed that they were administering small trusts at a loss, as a sort of public service.
42 Bankers disagreed as to how introducing common trust funds would affect this situation. Some thought that the innovation would actually increase administrative expenses by adding complex record-keeping requirements.
43
This may explain why, as we shall see, trust companies did not rush to take advantage of the legislation once it was passed.
44 Others foresaw substantial 51 and in its provision for binding accountings without individual notice (to be challenged in Mullane). As we shall see, the opposition to the New York statute was also more detailed, or at least more accessible to this author's research.
B. Obstacles
The trust companies faced at least five kinds of difficulties as they sought to establish common trust funds. They confronted a legacy of mistrust, threats of liability, novel issues arising from the common trust fund's novel approach, tax burdens, and competing providers. The presence of these difficulties explains why the trust companies needed to obtain authorizing legislation, and in part why that legislation took the form that it did. To some extent, it also explains why the New York drafters provided for frequent binding accountings.
First, the behavior of investment companies during the stock market boom of the late 1920s had given rise to well-deserved suspicion, which 51. In the compilation of eight statutes found in the Securities and Exchange Commission, the New York statute alone occupied ten pages and its implementing regulations occupied nine more. See S.E.C., supra note 36, at 31-52. The other seven statutes occupied four pages in all, and none was accompanied by regulations. Id. ultimately led to the Investment Company Act of 1940.
52 Trust companies, garbed in the traditional mantle of fiduciaries, might have been a bit less suspect than other financial innovators. But after all a common trust fund, just like investment companies, placed the funds of many investors under control of managers who might be incompetent or self-interested. Indeed, some of the entities appealing directly to investors had been organized as trusts or were known as investment trusts, 53 while some of the pioneering common trust funds had been organized as corporations.
54
Even though only trusts could invest in common trust funds, trust companies might be suspected of urging investors to set up trusts, perhaps revocable trusts, so they could join in.
The possibility of unleashing a new financial scam may have been what frightened someone in Governor Lehman's office.
55
One correspondent discussing a related measure noted a belief that, when trust companies allocated mortgages among several trusts, "there had been serious abuses and that the trust company's own mortgages were of much higher quality than those held in trust for various beneficiaries."
56
To avoid the danger that they would be regardedand regulatedlike investment companies, the trust companies disclaimed any speculative intent, and submitted their common trust funds to the relatively friendly supervision of the Federal Reserve System, 57 and, in New York, the Banking Board.
58 The Federal Reserve in turn required that no interest in a common trust fund should be negotiable or assignable, and that a trust could participate only if it was created and used for bona fide fiduciary purposes.
59 Later, it restricted advertisements of common fund earnings.
60 A single trust's investment in a fund was limited (though this was not to survive) to $25,000.
61 Perhaps most important, the trust company or national bank sponsoring the fund could not receive compensation for its management, 62 presumably because it was already being paid for its services as trustee of the participating trusts. Such provisions secured a common trust fund exemption from the Investment Companies Act, 63 but would not prevent future controversy over the scope of that exemption.
64
Second, the collapse of land values after 1929 had exposed trustees and trust companies involved in split mortgages and mortgage pools to suits by disgruntled beneficiaries. Relying on fiduciary principles, plaintiffs argued that their trustees were not authorized to make joint investments, 65 that such investments improperly commingled trust assets while their makers failed to keep records specifying who owned what, 66 and that trustees had engaged in improper self-dealing by selling their own mortgages to trusts of which they were trustees.
67
Although beneficiary suits often failed, 68 they posed a continuing threat to trust companies, which were contemplating common trust funds and were well aware that markets could go down as well as up. That the New York statute legalized common trust fund investments by existing trusts, set up before such funds were recognized, 69 shows that trust companies were aware of their exposure. They therefore needed to protect themselves through legislation legitimating investment in common trust funds and stating what records and procedures would be requiredand still better, by providing for court approval of their investments that would bar future claims. And opponents criticized the common trust fund's infringement of the principle that "[e]ach estate, however small, should be kept separate and distinct." Third, in addition to problems already litigated, common trust funds raised a host of new issues that might give rise to future beneficiary suits. If two trusts invested equal sums in a trust whose holdings had changed in price between the first and the second investment, how should their respective interests be valued? If a trust withdrew its investment, as of what date should the sum to be received be calculated in an age before computers made it easy to calculate the total value of the fund at any instant? Legislation dealing with such matters would protect sponsoring banks from future challenges.
71
Fourth, in 1936 both federal and New York courts raised a tax barrier to common trust funds.
72 Passing on cases involving the few existing funds, they held that the fund itself was a taxable entity, so that taxes might be collected from it as well as from its participating trusts and from the beneficiaries. The banks promptly obtained corrective legislation from Congress and the New York legislature.
73 But that legislation limited its benefits to common trust funds in compliance with applicable regulations-the federal statute referring to the Federal Reserve Board regulations, and the New York statute adding the New York Banking Board-suggesting at least some concern that funds might misbehave. During the same years, mutual funds went through a parallel history, likewise winding up with tax benefits but also subject to regulation.
74
Fifth, the banks might have faced self-interested opponents of common trust funds. Sponsors of competing investment vehicles might have wished to stymie new rivals-though in the 1930s investment companies and the like were too unpopular themselves to wield as much legislative influence as they might today. But what about lawyers? One lawyer opponent of the New York legislation complained that "the bill is special legislation in favor of the corporate as against the individual trustee."
75 Individual trustees were often lawyers. The common trust fund legislation did not authorize them to establish funds for the investment of their trusts, except in Pennsylvania.
76 They would therefore lack the advantage of being able to invite prospective trustors to diversify the investments of a small trust. Although there is no conclusive evidence that lawyers led the opposition, it is suggestive that a number of bar association committees opposed the New York statute, 77 and that the statute was crammed with detailed provisions likely to mollify or distract the legal mind. The provision for regular accountings may have been one of these: how could a lawyer object to a fund regularly blessed by a court?
C. Accountings and Notice
So far as I can tell, New York's provisions for the settlement of common trust fund accounts by the court, including the notice provisions challenged in Mullane, were included entirely for the protection of the banks. None of those responsible for promoting common trust fund legislation said anything that I can find about protecting beneficiaries by giving them an opportunity to challenge the acts of a fund's trustees. The statutory provisions were not shaped so as to promote such challengesif anything, the opposite. They thus resemble the features of today's class action and aggregate settlements designed to ensure that those with possible claims will be precluded from asserting them elsewhere.
78 Yet it does not follow that the New York statute actually did what its makers intended. On the contrary, we shall see that they may have overreached themselves, opening themselves up to court challenges rarer in other states.
79
The goal of common trust fund accountings, as stated by a New York trust company Vice President, was to "give the trustee full protection as to all investment matters reflected in the accounts."
80 It was the trustee who was to be protected, not the beneficiaries. A New York lawyer who assisted a committee of the American Bankers Association in its study of common trust funds found it "a practical necessity that some means should be provided for the periodic and final settlement of the accounts of a bank relating to a common trust fund, and that such settlement should be conclusive upon all parties interested in the participating trusts."
81 His concern, and that of others, 82 was to avoid leaving trust companies open to challenge each time a trust participating in a common trust fund settled its own accounts. And the Trust Division of the American Bankers' Association worried about "the possibility of annoyance from litigious beneficiaries who with a very small interest in 84 to be obtained through the magic of res judicata. It made the court's decree "binding and conclusive in respect of any matter set forth in the account . . . upon all parties having or who may thereafter have any interest in such common trust fund or in any estate trust or fund held by such trust company."
85 One result was that beneficiaries of trusts whose funds were invested in a common trust fund would lose the right to challenge investment decisions, other than the decision to invest in the fund, and perhaps even that decision.
86 Another was that persons who became beneficiaries after the accounting would be bound by it, which is an early example of the attempt to bind "futures" that has given rise to more recent controversy. 87 Not satisfied with this level of immunity, the statute also barred challenges to good faith valuation decisions made pursuant to New York Banking Board rules.
88 As a bar association committee pointed out, this exculpation was "somewhat anomalous" considering that a statute passed just the year before had barred will clauses granting executors and testamentary trustees a similar immunity.
89
The statutory notice provisions likewise appear to have been drafted to protect sponsoring trust companies by making challenges to their acts unlikely. The requirement for notice by publication, properly described by the Mullane court as a "feint,"
90 forbade the identification of beneficiaries in the published announcement of each accounting, which was to include only the names of the grantor or decedent establishing the participating trusts.
91 Directing (with much detail) the Trust company to send out copies of the statutory accounting provisions when trust assets were first invested in the common trust fund, and making later accountings binding only when that had been done, 92 was properly characterized by a lower court judge in the Mullane case as manifesting a "studied purpose . . . to avoid giving such notice as is practicable" by creating "the appearance without the substance of real notice." 93 Indeed, even these clauses appear to have been meant to protect the banks by preventing objections to the investing of trust assets in a common trust fund.
94
These problems with the provisions for notice, which later gave rise to Mullane, were not entirely unobserved when the statute was passed. A prescient opponent of the statute pointed out while it was awaiting signature that [T] he beneficiaries of the small trusts scrambled into the huge common trusts are not to be properly advised of what is going on. . . . The picture of a beneficiary in New York City devoting himself from January 1 until April 1 in each year to the . . . perusal of all legal notices until, perchance, he finds . . . the name of the estate in which he is interested, is a picture which must have caused sardonic amusement to those who conceived this method of giving "notice."
95
The final twist may have been provided by the requirement in the original statute of 1937 for annual accountings, 96 amended by the time of Mullane to mandate accountings every three years.
97 Although frequent accountings might have been meant to provide more careful judicial supervision for common trust funds, they might also have been intended to provide more frequent immunity baths for those sponsoring the funds. By the time an investment turned out to have been improvident, beneficiaries would no longer be able to challenge it. And as some critics of the legislation pointed out, the cost of annual accountings would have been substantial.
98
Those who sought to protect common trust fund sponsors from litigation had another course open to them, one followed by many states outside of New York that passed a common trust fund statute. In 1939, there were seven such states, and none of their statutes mentioned an accounting; at least one of these, Connecticut, had considered an accounting provision but then rejected it.
99 As reported in 1951, soon after Mullane, about half of the thirty-one states with statutes had no provision for court accountings binding on beneficiaries, while many others allowed but did not require accountings (as provided in the 
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Uniform Common Trust Fund Act of 1938), and four subjected common fund accounts to the same requirements as those of ordinary trusts.
100
When the law does not require them, sponsors of common trust funds have been in no hurry to seek court accountings. So far as I can tell from reported cases, Massachusetts is the only state outside New York where they have occurred. 101 As one California banker said, "we certainly do not plan to seek court settlement of our fund's accountings . . . . [A]ny bank that prudently administers a common trust fund does not, in my opinion, need any judicial skirts behind which to hide."
102 Whether or not only sissies need accountings, it does seem that there is more than one way for a bank to protect itself from litigation, and that the bank going to court itself may not be the best way.
III. The MULLANE Litigation
In focusing on the adequacy of notice to trust beneficiaries, Mullane may have missed the point. Neither before nor after the Supreme Court decision did beneficiaries play any detectable role whatsoever in common trust fund accountings. In reality, it is the guardians ad litem appointed under the New York statute 103 to represent beneficiaries who provide the only representation for their interests. Yet the subsequent history of class actions teaches that this kind of representation may be impaired by conflicts between class members, or between the interests of the class and those of its representatives. So it is important to consider whether similar impairments have occurred in common trust fund accountings, and in particular, in Mullane itself.
A. The Challenging Lawyer: Kenneth Mullane
The due process claim adjudicated in Mullane was not raised for ten years after the New York statute came into effect, but not because it was too recondite to be noticed-as we have seen, lawyers at the time saw the problem 104 -and not because guardians ad litem were delinquent. Rather, there were no guardians because there were no accountings, and there were no accountings because there were no New York common trust funds. At the very moment the New York statute became available, it became known that only one large bank was preparing to establish a fund.
105 And in fact, the first New York fund appeared only in 1944. 106 Not until after World War II did the common trust fund movement take off nationally, and as late as 1948 New York had only four of the approximately sixty-five extant funds.
107
Some causes of slow development were national, but others can be traced to the special features of the New York statute. During the war, interest on U.S. bonds was high enough to make diversification into other investments relatively unimportant.
108 An individual trust could only invest $25,000 in a common fund until 1945, when the Federal Reserve Board raised the maximum to $50,000, to the joy of bankers whose devotion to the little guy had its limits.
109 Meanwhile, in New York, bankers complained of the "[e]xpensive and complicated accounting requirements under the State law."
110 The legislature responded by changing annual to triennial accountings; it also authorized "discretionary common trust funds" whose investments were not limited to the traditional trust menu.
111
As common trust funds appeared in New York, guardians ad litem began challenging some of their practices.
112 Guardians also raised questions about the jurisdiction of the Surrogate's Court, and about its power to use an accounting to pass on the propriety of a trust's investment in a common trust fund. objection in the accounting proceeding that would give rise to the Supreme Court's decision. Was Mullane merely going through the motions of representing the interests of beneficiaries? Given the recent Rochester ruling, he could well have felt obliged to assert the notice issue. Indeed, his pleading said that, in view of that ruling, "I deem it my duty to raise" the issue, a rather lukewarm phrasing of his claim.
115 He did not assert any other objections to the conduct of the accounting or of the common trust fund other than a jurisdictional point that had also been asserted in Rochester. When he examined the records of the fund, he found them all in order.
116
Yet Mullane's representation was more than perfunctory, as evidenced by his ultimate triumph in the Supreme Court. When the trial court rejected his claim, he pursued an unsuccessful interlocutory appeal to New York's Appellate Division and Court of Appeals, 117 followed by another appeal from the trial court's final decree.
118 In the Supreme Court, he filed an elaborate, albeit disorganized, ninety-page brief, and a twenty-three-page reply brief.
119
Mullane faced substantial opposition in court. Central Hanover was represented by the firm now known as Kelley Drye & Warren LLP, already a large corporate firm.
120 The New York State Bankers Association defended the statutory notice provisions in an amicus brief.
121
Even the guardian ad litem appointed to represent the principal beneficiaries of the common trust fund told the court that he considered Mullane's objections not to be valid.
122
Although the reputation of the court that appointed Mullane guardian ad litem, the Surrogate's Court for New York County, has not always been savory, there seems no reason to believe that he was a hack appointed as a piece of political patronage, with the expectation that he would not rock the boat. Mullane was a long time member of the New 
B. Conflicts in the Class?
New York's common trust fund statute foresaw that one kind of conflict might arise in accountings by providing for two guardians ad litem--one to represent the beneficiaries interested in trust income and the other to represent those interested in principal.
127 In the Mullane case, two instances of possible conflict between these two groups of beneficiaries and their guardians arose. One has already been mentioned: James N. Vaughan, representing the beneficiaries interested in principal, opposed Mullane's due process claim, missing out on the chance of winning eternal glory by giving his name to a leading Civil Procedure case. It is not clear why Vaughan thought the due process claim was bad for principal beneficiaries. Perhaps he believed that requiring more extensive notice would increase the costs of accountings to be paid out of principal 128 without affecting the result of accounting proceedings. If so, he had a point.
The second conflict between income beneficiaries and principal beneficiaries was posed by Central Hanover when it asked the court to instruct whether certain stock dividends should be treated as income or principal.
129 As it happened, both guardians agreed that they were income, which had also been the position suggested by Central Hanover. 130 In this instance, the court proceeding was not adversarial and operated primarily as an immunity bath for Central Hanover, though it is certainly possible that Vaughan would have claimed the stock dividends as principal had he found plausible grounds for doing so. Like Mullane, he was no political hack, but an experienced lawyer 131 with some reform credentials. 132 He was not only a former law secretary to a Surrogate, but also a teacher of philosophy and law and something of an intellectual.
133
Although conflicts between income and principal beneficiaries were the only ones the New York statute contemplated, other conflicts among beneficiaries were possible. As one banker pointed out in 1943:
A common fund is administered for the average trust and cannot give consideration to the needs of the particular account; the beneficiary of one trust may have use for tax exemption, his other income considered, whereas for another it is unimportant. . . . The beneficiary of a trust which has bought in when markets were low and yields were high suffers a reduction in income when new accounts are admitted after the market has arisen, at least where amortization is attempted; to a degree profits are capitalized and the funds of his trust are invested at a lower yield. To convert inherited securities on which the beneficiary is receiving the entire coupon usually has the same result.
134
Note that these are described, not as conflicts in accounting proceedings, but as conflicts in the actual operation of common trust funds, caused by placing the funds of many different trusts in a single investment pool. Yet they carry over into accountings, where members of different groups might wish to challenge decisions that others would favor.
Do such conflicts call for subclassing and separate representation in common trust fund accountings? Certainly not always. One can tell whether any of these potential conflicts has been actualized only by examining the particular decisions made by the fund's trustees. I am in no position to say whether any such conflicts existed in the Mullane case. Even when there is a real conflict of interest concerning a decision of the trustees, that decision may not be subject to legal challenge because the trustees of the common fund have considerable discretion.
135 Yet it is hard to deny that, sometimes, beneficiaries will have conflicting interests that go unrepresented by the guardians ad litem in the accounting proceeding. The only safeguards in those situations are feeble ones: a beneficiary may respond to the Mullane notice; the Superintendent of Banking may spot the problem; 136 or the court may see and act on its own.
A final sort of conflict might exist between the guardians ad litem and the beneficiaries. Like class counsel, the guardians might want to swell their fees at the expense of the fund and its beneficiaries. in his opinion that the interests of beneficiaries were "presumably subject to diminution in the proceeding by allowance of fees and expenses to one who, in their names but without their knowledge, may conduct a fruitless or uncompensatory contest."
138 This observation was no doubt meant to strengthen the case for beneficiary "voice" by undermining claims of guardian "loyalty."
139 The third safeguard, "exit," allowing beneficiaries to opt out of accountings, was not considered.
140
In Mullane itself, the Surrogate's Court awarded each guardian ad litem $1500 and the lawyers for Central Hanover $2000, all payable out of the fund, which had assets approaching three million dollars.
141 A comparison of these awards makes clear that Mullane was not being paid off for some kind of abandonment of beneficiary interests. Beyond that, the fees do not appear exorbitant compared to at least some contemporary fee awards.
142 But the Surrogate noted that the award covered only services in his court, 143 so Mullane probably received more after he triumphed in the Supreme Court. Unfortunately, the Surrogate's Court files for the case have mysteriously disappeared from their box,
144
leaving one free to imagine the best or the worst.
In sum, although no signs of class conflicts other than those between income and principal beneficiaries appear in the surviving Mullane record, such conflicts are always a possibility in common trust fund accountings. Even if present, they did not appear because no one had any reason to bring them forward. And because no one brought them forward, the courts had no occasion to consider them.
Nevertheless, the Supreme Court's opinion did allude in two ways to the possibility that conflicting interests might yield inadequate representation, a possibility it had considered ten years earlier in Hansberry v. Lee. 145 First, it noted that Central Hanover, trustee of both the common trust fund and its participating trusts, could not be expected to protect the beneficiaries: " [I] becomes their adversary." 146 The Court was clearly correct that Central Hanover's goal of securing a court decree approving its accounts that would bar the beneficiaries from future challenges was directly opposed to the beneficiaries' interest in raising such challenges if and when they learned of misconduct in the management of the fund. True, Central Hanover might have brought possible conflicts among the beneficiaries to the court's attention in order to be sure of obtaining a judgment that could not be collaterally challenged 147 for inadequate representation. Class action defendants sometimes do this, but usually when they have something else to gain such as denial of class certification.
148
Second, the Mullane Court relied on the absence of conflicts within the class when it ruled that notice to every class member was not required:
This type of trust presupposes a large number of small interests. The individual interest does not stand alone but is identical with that of a class. The rights of each in the integrity of the fund and the fidelity of the trustee are shared by many other beneficiaries. Therefore, notice reasonably certain to reach most of those interested in objecting is likely to safeguard the interests of all since any objection sustained would inure to the benefit of all.
149
This is not entirely correct. The interests of the beneficiaries are "identical" in some respects, but not in others. In any event, the Court relied on adequate representation by some class members as an alternative to individual procedural rights, just as it was later to do in Phillips Petroleum Co. v. Shutts. 150 Again, Mullane prefigures later class action jurisprudence. And it also points out a relationship between notice and representation requirements, often regarded as posing separate issues. Here, the claim is that adequate representation justifies weaker notice requirements. Somewhat unrealistically, the Court relied more on the willingness of beneficiaries to appear and object than on the presence in court of guardians appointed to represent beneficiary interests. It did this even though the economic stake of any beneficiary in the accounting was miniscule, since the trusts being pooled were all small ones.
C. The Case Begins
Had Mullane been a class action, the court would have had an obligation to protect the interests of class members even without being asked. 151 The Surrogate's Court is likewise entitled to question accounts laid before it even in the absence of an objection.
152 Whether because there was nothing worth questioning or because it relied on the guardians ad litem to find anything questionable, the Mullane court limited itself to passing on Mullane's objections.
Mullane raised those objections before Surrogate Collins by filing a special appearance challenging the Surrogate's Court's jurisdiction on two grounds. 153 The first was that the notice provisions of the New York common trust fund statute were insufficient to provide due process, so that "the notice given herein is inadequate to confer jurisdiction herein upon this Court."
154 The second was that the Surrogate's Court lacked jurisdiction under state law because Central Hanover "has commingled in the common trust fund moneys from inter vivos trusts with moneys from testamentary trusts," and the court lacked jurisdiction over the former.
155 Although the Monroe County Surrogate's court in Rochester had recently upheld both objections, 156 the second one was not promising, granted the language of the New York statute and its rejection by Judge Collins' fellow-Surrogate James Delehanty.
157 Making that objection did, however, allow Mullane to use the word "commingled"-commingling was a sin under trust law.
158
When Mullane's objections came on for hearing, each party headed down a different factual track. Central Hanover introduced the testimony of three bankers from three different banks that to ascertain and locate every beneficiary of the trusts invested in the common fund would be difficult and burdensome.
159 Surrogate Collins intervened once or twice to reinforce this point. 160 Mullane, introducing no witnesses of his own, cross-examined those of Central Hanover to establish that it would indeed be practical to send notice, not to all beneficiaries, but to those who had received notice when the funds of their trusts were first invested in the common fund.
161 These divergent tracks outlined the Supreme Court's ultimate holding: common trust funds would not be required to send notice to all beneficiaries, but would be required to notify those whose names and addresses were in their records. The case had a long voyage on its way to the Supreme Court. Surrogate Collins filed an opinion rejecting Mullane's objections to jurisdiction, 162 leading to an interlocutory appeal that was rejected on the merits by the Appellate Division, 163 and then dismissed for lack of appellate jurisdiction by the Court of Appeals. 164 Mullane then had to return to the Surrogate's Court for the entry of a final decree, 165 duly affirmed by the Appellate Division and Court of Appeals.
166 Only then could he bring his appeal before the Supreme Court.
167
The only opinion rendered in the Mullane case by the New York courts, other than that of Surrogate Collins, was the passionate dissent of Judge Van Voorhis from the Appellate Division's unexplained decision upholding the notice provisions.
168 Judge Van Voorhis, soon to be promoted to the New York Court of Appeals as "outstandingly qualified,"
169 was never reluctant to dissent when constitutional liberties were at stake.
170
One aspect of this case that gripped him was the "studied purpose" of the statute to avoid giving practicable notice of accountings, 171 masked by its provision for notice at an earlier time, when a trust's assets were invested in the common fund.
It is remarkable that so much care should have been taken by the statute to inform interested parties of the general structure of the law, and of the making of the initial investment in the common fund, which the beneficiaries would be powerless to alter or to prevent, but that the Act should limit so drastically as to render practically nugatory the much more important notice of the judicial settlement of the accounts of the trustees.
172
He pointed out that notice and binding account provisions like that of New York were "not contained in the statutes of the other 28 states having legislation upon this subject," and drew attention to the very limited powers of the superintendent of banks to supervise common trust fund investments.
173 Then the case moved on to the Supreme Court, to which Mullane had an appeal as of right because the New York courts had rejected a constitutional challenge to a New York statute.
D. The Supreme Court Speaks
The Court's almost unanimous decision in Mullane took some achieving. When the Court first conferred, the vote was five to three in favor of reversal, the ultimate result. Justices Black, Frankfurter, Jackson, Clark and Minton supported that result, but Chief Justice Vinson and Justices Burton and Reed would have affirmed the New York courts, and Justice Douglas did not participate. 175 Ultimately Justices Vinson and Reed joined the majority, while Justice Burton filed a dissent, one routinely omitted in Civil Procedure casebooks.
Justice Burton was not a frequent dissenter, 176 and his brief and bland opinion yields only limited insight into why he felt strongly about this case:
These common trusts are available only when the instruments creating the participating trusts permit participation in the common fund. Whether or not further notice to beneficiaries should supplement the notice and representation here provided is properly within the discretion of the State. The Federal Constitution does not require it here.
177
Justice Burton's first point-that trustors have consented to the statutory notice provisions-foreshadows more recent law on contracting out of jurisdictional law, 178 and also recalls one of his own opinions for the Court. 179 Yet even today's Court might well shrink from upholding implicit consent, ascribed not only to trustors but also to beneficiaries, to be bound without notice of the proceeding other than publication. The reference to "notice and representation" suggests a theory that adequate representation by Mullane and the other appointed guardian might suffice to bind beneficiaries without notice, a theory supported by the Court's 1940 decision in Hansberry v. Lee. 180 But again, it is dubious that even adequate representation could overcome the lack of notice (other than publication) to any of those to be bound.
181 Perhaps the best explanation of Justice Burton's dissent is that, even when some colleagues disagreed, he regularly voted to uphold state court jurisdiction.
182
It must have been the desire to head off arguments such as Justice Burton suggestedand in particular, to win over Chief Justice Vinson and Justice Reed to the majoritythat caused Justice Jackson to write an opinion that emphasized the rightful powers of the state and the minimal requirements of due process almost more than the actual holding that New York had not satisfied those requirements. When Justice Jackson's clerk Howard C. Buschman, Jr. first outlined an opinion, he made a few simple points: the in rem versus in personam distinction was not helpful; the beneficiaries had some right to be heard, while the state had a legitimate interest in closing estates; New York had not provided any form of personal notice; and mailing notice to the known beneficiaries would accommodate both state and beneficiary interests.
183 Although Buschman, similar in this respect to other clerks, later recalled that the Court issued his own draft "in Jackson's name almost without editing," 188 Next, he expounded the need for notice when beneficiaries' interests were at stake, rejecting notice by publication as no "more than a feint."
189 That phrasing might recall Judge Van Voorhis' portrayal of the notice provisions as designed to give the appearance without the reality of notice, as well as Justice Jackson's own quips about farmers forced to read the Federal Register to discover their rights.
190 At any rate, he then swerved to support Central Hanover's position by finding it unnecessary to send notice to beneficiaries whose whereabouts were not already known, 191 only to turn once again to strike down as unconstitutional the denial of notice to those whose whereabouts were known 192 -but with a final proviso that notice could be accomplished by ordinary mail.
193
The opinion's appearance of evenhandedness was reached only by painting Mullane's position as more radical than it was-indeed, by outright misrepresentation of his claims. He had not challenged "the power of the State-the right of its courts to adjudicate at all as against those beneficiaries who reside without the State of New York."
194 On the contrary, he agreed that, provided adequate notice was given, New York's jurisdiction over nonresidents "is sufficient for New York to authorize its courts to render a judgment in personam against such persons to the extent necessary for the proper administration of the said fund. . . ."
195 Actually, an early version of the Jackson opinion had stated that "Appellant does not and indeed he could not seriously challenge the jurisdiction or power of the state to proceed in the matter involved here,"
196 a correct statement wholly at odds with what appeared in the published opinion.
Likewise, Mullane did not argue that the proceeding was in personam and that therefore "the Surrogate is without jurisdiction as to nonresidents upon whom personal service of process was not made."
197 On the contrary, his argument that the proceeding was in personammore precisely, that it was at least in part in personam 198 was advanced simply to rebut Central Hanover's central argument 199 that the case fell within the rule that notice by publication sufficed in proceedings in rem. 200 Mullane itself was to help destroy that rule. 201 Mullane expressly disclaimed any contention that personal service was required, relying on the possibility of notice by mail. 202 Nor, despite Justice Jackson's intimation, 203 did Mullane claim that Central Hanover must send individual notice to beneficiaries whose interests or addresses were unknown to it. 204 The opinion thus appeared to be slapping down contentions that Mullane had never advanced, presumably in order to show how balanced it was.
In reality, Mullane's position coincided with the Court's conclusions, albeit expressed less gracefully and with more technical entanglement. One reading of this coincidence was that Mullane was one of those rare advocates who can find precisely the argument that appeals to the court. Another is that, having no visible clients to satisfy, he was free and indeed obliged to seek the result he considered best for all concerned, even at the expense of some beneficiaries. Here again, he could act like a class action lawyer. 205 A third reading is that, for whatever reason, Mullane carefully avoided any contention that might seriously upset common trust funds or the banks sponsoring them. He did not, for example, argue that beneficiaries who received no notice should not be bound, even though common trust funds outside New York were getting along without parties' debate about how the accounting should be classified 216 without having to reconsider precedents that relied on the classification. Appearing to rise above technicality, the Court could go on to appraise the effectiveness of notice by publication and by ordinary mail in a practical way. 217 In the process, it opened the way to the rejection of special jurisdictional rules for "in rem" proceedings based on the presence of property within the forum state.
218
With the traditional classification out of the way, Justice Jackson could allow the New York courts to cut off the rights of beneficiaries elsewhere by holding that:
[T]he interest of each state in providing means to close trusts that exist by the grace of its laws and are administered under the supervision of its courts is so insistent and rooted in custom as to establish beyond doubt the rights of its courts to determine the interests of all claimants, resident or nonresident, provided its procedure accords full opportunity to appear and be heard.
219
Reliance on the forum state's interests and regulatory authority was at that time a prominent theme of the Court's personal jurisdiction decisions, 220 and was perhaps implied by the reference in Justice Burton's dissent to "the discretion of the State."
221 Still to come was the doctrine that "it is essential in each case that there be some act by which the defendant purposefully avails itself of the privilege of conducting activities within the forum state."
222
Under today's doctrine, personal jurisdiction to bind out of state beneficiaries could be questioned because, although receiving benefits from the New York common trust fund, they did so because of someone else's act in making them beneficiaries, without themselves "purposefully" reaching out to New York. 223 To uphold jurisdiction, the Court would have had to rely on the theory of jurisdiction by necessity 224 analysis it later invoked in Phillips Petroleum Co. v. Shutts 225 to hold that out of state class members could be bound by an Oklahoma judgment because they benefited from being able to sue as a class, enjoyed adequate representation without having to appear, and received notice and the right to opt out. In short, the Court would have had to treat the trust accounting as a class action brought by the bank against a defendant class of beneficiaries. But Mullane differs from Phillips Petroleum. The Mullane beneficiaries reaped little benefit from the common trust fund accounting, and only some of them would receive notice (unaccompanied by the right to opt out) under the Court's ruling. Thus under today's standards, Justice Jackson's jurisdictional conclusions might not stand up as a matter of first impression.
Once the Court had established that New York could establish common trust funds and determine in an accounting proceeding the interests of both resident and nonresident beneficiaries, it followed that the state could not be required to make personal service on known beneficiaries, or to give individualized notice to beneficiaries whose identity or addresses were unknown to Central Hanover. Either requirement would have frustrated "the vital interest of the State in bringing any issues as to its fiduciaries to a final settlement."
226 Moreover, the Court had already turned service of process from a means of asserting jurisdiction 227 to an obligation of fair notice. 228 Likewise, notice by publication had been upheld for defendants whose whereabouts were unknown. 229 The only remaining issue was whether notice by publication would suffice for known beneficiaries who could be reached by ordinary mail. Once the issue was posed in those terms, there could be only one answer.
One mystery remains: why did Justice Jackson fail to cite International Shoe?
230 How could an opinion written only five years after the leading case on personal jurisdiction and notice fail even to mention it? The most plausible explanation is that, less than two months after Mullane was decided, Justice Jackson joined Justices Minton, Reed and Frankfurter in a dissenting opinion stating that International Shoe allowed jurisdiction only over corporations with agents acting within the forum state.
231 On that reading, International Shoe would not have supported jurisdiction in the Mullane case. And relying on it for any proposition at all might have stirred up controversy within the Court. It is also possible that, at that time, International Shoe was regarded as just one important but not seminal case on personal jurisdiction, as important as much for what it said about a state's regulatory and taxing authority 232 as for its bearing on procedural due process. Neither the Court nor the parties treated it as sweeping away previous doctrine.
E. Aftermath
The requirements imposed by Mullane did not stunt the growth of common trust funds. In 1950, the year of the Supreme Court's decision, there were twenty-three funds in New York. 233 By 1952, there were twenty-nine, and their value had increased during the past year from $171.5 million to $243.3 million. 234 Nationwide, in 1950 there were 101 funds with assets of about $425 million, 235 while by the end of 1959 there were 366 funds with assets of more than $2.7 billion.
236 Two years later, there were 511 funds with assets of $3.5 billion.
237 As self-employed people became able to set up individual retirement funds, 238 trust companies dreamed of channeling billions more into their common trust funds.
239
But growth invited attention. In 1962, federal regulation of common trust funds was shifted from the Federal Reserve Board to the Comptroller of Currency. As common trust funds began to appeal for business beyond beneficiaries of trusts run by their sponsoring banks, the Securities Exchange Commission decided that they should register as sellers of securities and disclose information to the general public.
240
After all, they were now competing with mutual funds, which had to do just that. The bankers and the Comptroller disagreed, 241 with the Comptroller even taking to the law reviews to expound his position. 242 An interagency brouhaha ensued, complete with Congressional hearings and proposed legislation. 243 Ultimately, the SEC softened its position, but by no means abandoned it. 244 It still acts against common trust funds that transgress the narrow boundaries established in the 1930s. 245 Later in the 1960s, a further skirmish broke out. This time the mutual funds sought to keep the banks from developing common trust funds into collective investment funds and the Comptroller from allowing the banks to do so. The Supreme Court struck down the Comptroller's permissive regulation as a violation of the Glass Steagall Act, which barred banks from trading in securities on their own account.
246 But gradually banks were able to enter the mutual fund business, 247 and in 1999 Glass Steagall was repealed by the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act.
248
Whether or not mutual funds are run by banks, John Langbein reports that they "have been supplanting common trust funds as the pooling vehicle of choice for trust investing. Mutual funds have significant advantages over common trust funds, and in 1996 Congress facilitated the spread of mutual funds for trust investing by allowing taxfree conversion of existing common trust funds to mutual funds."
249
Mutual funds were reported to yield better returns than common trust funds 250 and even some common fund sponsors invested fund assets in mutual funds 251 or turned common funds into mutual funds.
252
Interestingly, one of the mutual fund advantages asserted by Langbein is that "[i]n some states, especially New York, common trust funds are required to undergo periodic judicial accountings, a form of make-work that provides ample opportunity for the court to appoint politically wellconnected guardians ad litem to litigate imaginary grievances at the expense of the fund and its underlying trust beneficiaries." 253 He goes on to mention Mullane, but without saying whether he considers that the denial of notice it remedied was one of the "imaginary grievances." Views such as Langbein's help explain why the interval between accountings was extended from three to four years in 1958, 254 from four to six in 1975, 255 and from six to ten in 1986.
256
Nevertheless, common trusts of one sort or another continue to exist, and have even expanded their market share in recent years, now holding at least $1.6 trillion in total assets. 257 Nowadays they are sometimes called Collective Investment Trust Funds. That term includes common trust funds of the traditional kind, but also funds (apparently holding more assets) consisting solely of retirement accounts and the like.
258 Some common trust funds are even marketed online to wealthy investors. 259 So the common trust fund has indeed turned out to be what some feared in the 1930s, a competitor for investment companies.
260
Conclusion: Comparisons Mullane foreshadows our current class action controversies in one final way: considering it in its historical context raises questions about alternative procedures. In the case of class actions, restrictive Supreme Court decisions have turned some of the flow of mass tort litigation into new channels, notably prepackaged bankruptcy and aggregate settlements, 261 while Troy McKenzie has recently drawn our attention to the historical precedent of the equity receivership. 262 As Judith Resnik has shown, Mullane likewise constitutes an important forbear of current aggregation methods.
263
Many of the dynamics of such methods recapitulate those of class actions, but the procedural safeguards are different and not necessarily superior. Likewise, other ways of pooling investments have much in common with the New York common trust fund, but protect investors in different ways.
The growth of mutual funds thus casts an interesting light on the approach taken in Mullane. Mutual funds do not submit their dealings to a court in a quest for globally binding absolution, with or without notice or representation. The main safeguards for their honest and competent conduct consist of disclosure requirements, and the ease with which investors can sell their interests. These safeguards are of course related: disclosure is supposed to ensure that investors and potential investors will know when to buy or sell. Despite the safeguards, the mutual fund industry has known price collapses and scandals. 264 These in turn have led to class actions by investors, 265 bringing us back to the realm of notice and representation. On the other hand, in a few recent instances legal claims have themselves been incorporated, albeit without much protection for the resulting stockholders.
266
Another point of comparison is provided by the states that do not require common trust funds to undergo judicial accountings, with or without notice. Outside New York and Massachusetts, 267 there seems to be no reported instance of a bank instituting a judicial accounting proceeding in a state allowing it to do so. Other safeguards have, however, emerged. In some instances, federal regulatory authorities step in to stop common trust fund abuses.
268 In others, common trust fund beneficiaries have found a remedy in court. Not surprisingly, it is in the form of a class action. 269 Whether class members will be bound by the disposition of such an action has raised the usual issues of notice and representation. 270 Meanwhile, New York guardians ad litem, including Kenneth Mullane, 271 continued to raise challenges to the accounts of common trust funds 272 and to be paid for doing so. 273 I have not found any instance in which a trust beneficiary sought to raise her own challenges, or indeed to participate in any way. Nor have I found even one reported case since Mullane in which the guardian's challenge prevailed, though in one instance the banks had to procure the enactment of a retroactive authorizing statute in order to defeat the challenge.
274 So the benefit of the accounting proceeding, with or without notice, seems to be limited to keeping trustees on their toes-and of course protecting banks from later challenges.
275
I conclude that, although the general principles of notice that the Supreme Court laid down in Mullane are sound, they did little good in the context of common trust fund accountings. John Langbein may be correct that accountings are a waste of money, 276 in which case the rise of mutual funds may have provided better protection for investors than anything the Due Process Clause could warrant. But even if he is wrong, it is entirely clear that any benefit accountings produce comes from the participation of the guardians ad litem, and that notice to the beneficiaries has no effect other than to make it easier to claim that they are bound by the results. It might be preferable to dispense with both the notice and the binding effect, or at least to legislate broad exceptions to the judgment's preclusive effect. Collateral attack might be at least as necessary here as it is in class actions.
277
Why is it that beneficiaries have not participated in common trust fund accountings, when intervening class members-or rather, their lawyers-have played such an important role in challenging class action settlements? It could be that there is not all that much to challenge in trust fund accountings. After all, the trustee of a common trust fund does little beyond keeping the books and investing the money, presumably in a well-balanced and somewhat conservative portfolio. But it is also true that trust fund accountings offer no pot of gold to challengers or their lawyers, especially since New York does not recognize the common fund attorney fee doctrine.
278 As is now generally recognized, financial incentives play a vital role in explaining the behavior of both class lawyers and those representing intervenors.
So ultimately the lesson of Mullane for those interested either in common trust funds or in notice or in class actions may be: follow the money and the lawyers, not the procedures. New York bankers sought a res judicata bath for their common trust funds, while those in other states did not, but both approaches turned out to shield banks from liability in almost all instances. The original New York statute contained only derisory provisions for notice, while after Mullane more was required; but again, there was little real difference in the results. Yet from these contexts in which procedural choices meant little, there grew a principle that means a lot: that one can cut off the claims of thousands of nonparticipating people in a proceeding, but only if notice by mail goes to those whose addresses are known. More than sixty years later, that principle is still very much with us, for good and for ill. 
